My Opinion On Our Easter Challenges
I have had so much fun doing all of these challenges and I'm really
happy that my sister and I raised over £1,500! I was really
passionate about homeless people because I walk past them
everyday and I feel really sad. So I’m doing all of these challenges
and tasks for the homeless.
I decided to do these challenges because I wanted to know what it
would be like to be homeless and what they would face everyday. I
did a lot of my challenges and did them towards what a homeless
man or woman would face in a day.
Instead of giving the homeless an Easter egg I want to give them a
home. Everyday I walk past a homeless person and I think they
don’t deserve this. They need a home, they need food and most of
all they need a friend and I want to be that friend. Stonepillow are
also their friends. I hope you can be their friends too.

What I have enjoyed
I have enjoyed this so much and I feel really good. I enjoyed doing
all the activities like sleeping on the floor, doing everything by
myself and a 10 mile walk.

What I found tricky
I found a lot of these activities tricky, especially my bear foot beach
walk that I did on the 17th. That was tricky because me and my
family were walking on the wavey bit of sand and our feet really hurt
so much!
All of these challenges are linked to what a homeless person would
face in a day. My first challenge was to sleep on the floor. I did this
challenge because they have to do it everyday and sleep on hard
stone. Linked to this challenge was the challenge ‘code name
bananas’ where we had to do 10 star jumps when people said or
messaged us the word bananas. Homeless people get asked to
move on and go away; so this challenge was about listening to
other people and doing what they say. We did two walks which

added up to 16.9 miles and homeless people might walk about a
3rd of that everyday.
I was able to feed my family 3 meals for £5. We went to Tesco and
looked for food for each meal. It was easy to buy pasta and bread
cheaply but vegetables, fruit and meat were expensive. It was all
very beige!
Thank you to everybody who sponsored us and the people who
helped us with our challenges. You have helped to keep us going.
Overall it was an amazing thing to do, I feel so happy and I want to
do it again. I think I might have helped so many people.
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